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Early in the year 2022, humanity accidentally stumbled upon a mysterious world
situated in a parallel universe. Humanity decided, upon discovering the uncanny
resemblance of the new worldʼs inhabitants to animals from our own world, to
name this mysterious world ‘THE PETAVERSE’.

The PETaVERSE’s inhabitants, or ‘PETS’ (Personally Engendered
Tetrapod Sentients) as they have been named by the humans, have been vying
for eons over control of a deeply enigmatic and tantalising object known as the
‘Ancient Bull Relic of Powerʼ.
Humanity is still learning about the mysteries and intrigues of the

PETAVERSE but one thing is certain: the one who controls the Ancient Bull
Relic of Power will control the entirety of the PETAVERSE.
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TO CROWN THE LORD OF PETAVERSE
By Giving AWAY THE

PRIZE FUND

IN #BSC History via our “gAMIFIED NFT” Grand TOURNAMENT!

aim
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Well timed, aggressive marketing strategies will

Of the overall 10% tax, 2% will be used to fill the

place the PETAVERSE in-front of the right

“Bull Relic Chalice” with BNB. The prize fund will

people at the right times. Marketing efforts will

continue to fill until the Champion of the

be scaled up in magnitude to coincide with an

PETAVERSE is crowned in the upcoming “Gamified

ever increasing market cap.

NFT Grand Tournament”.

4%

3%

marketing fund

liquidity pool

2%

bull relic prize fund

1%
development fund

To achieve our goals we have onboarded one of the best

successful project is a healthy liquidity pool. With

up and coming Development teams to work full time on

each transaction that occurs in the PETAVERSE, 3%

the PETAVERSE. To ensure everything is delivered as

of the overall 10% tax will be used to feed the liquidity

stated, 1% of the overall 10% tax goes towards the

pool for all investors.

continued development work.
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One of the most integral components to any
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Every transaction in ‘THE PETAVERSE’ (buy,sell and transfer) is subject to a
10% tax, of which 2% goes into the “Bull Relic Prize Fund” as BNB.
Before the grand tournament takes place seven hundred “shards” will be
air-dropped to seven hundred individual PETAVERSE NFT holders.
To earn a place in the finals you will need to defeat other players in battle to claim
players to collect seven shards in total will gain entry to the semi finals to battle it
out and determine who makes it through to the grand final to be crowned as

“THE LORD OF THE PETAVERSE” live on Twitch.
The winner will take home 65% of the “Bull Relic Prize Fund” with second place
taking 16%, third place taking 6% and fourth position taking home 3% respectively.
The final 10% will remain in the prize fund for the next round.
Competing players will also be able to wager $PET against one another.
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their shard (one shard will be automatically staked with each battle). The first four
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Minting will take place over three phases. GEN 1 will be limited to only 1400, GEN 2 to
2100 and finally GEN 3 to 3500, giving a limited supply of only 7000 PETS in total.
The first three generations of PETS born in the PETAVERSE will have a chance to be
assigned a permanent, in-game buff when they are minted. GEN 1 PETS will have a 75%
chance of being born with the most powerful permanent trait; GEN 2 PETS will have a
50% chance of being born with the second most powerful trait, and GEN 3 PETS will
have a 25% chance of being born with the weakest trait out of the three.
PETS with a permanent trait will have an advantage when competing against another
player. Consequently, you have to consider if you have the skill and courage to take on a
higher gen level PET. The higher the gen level? The bigger the advantage!

successful, your PET will be awarded the same boost as the PET youʼve just defeated.
You will be able to stack three boosts, but be wary: lose and you will have to start again.
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But what if I donʼt have a permanent trait? Take on any player with a buff and if youʼre
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